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Abstract: It has become the consensus of all colleges and universities to effectively link the management of college student apartments with ideological and political education and give full play to the educational function of ideological and political education. Factors such as the deviation of ideological and political education, the fragmentation of the system and the lack of overall planning of the content have seriously affected the effective connection between universities and high school ideological and political education. Therefore, it is an effective way to strengthen the connection between the university and the high school ideological and political education by making the connection of educational goals, the seamless connection of teaching materials, establishing an effective communication mechanism, and establishing the records of students' moral education. Starting from the spatial dimension, it ensures the coordination of educational objectives, educational methods, educational evaluation and implementation environment. When educators formulate cooperative education strategies, each subsystem should be organized in an orderly way. Starting from the object of education, they should break the bottleneck and improve the timeliness of Ideological and political education for college students.

1. Introduction

What the ideological and political education of college students expects is the result of the internal coordination and unification of the interaction of individual, environment and education. College students' ideological and political education is a complete and complex system. This paper studies how to implement effective ideological and political education for college students in China [1]. College students' apartments are the places where students study, live and rest, the main channels of information exchange, leisure and entertainment, the important carrier of Ideological and political education, the important position of campus culture construction, the broad platform for training students' comprehensive ability, and the important guarantee for building a safe campus [2]. As the most basic and relatively fixed "unit" on the university campus, college student apartments are becoming an important place for college students to study, live and communicate, and the main position for carrying out ideological and political education [3]. How to play the strong educational function of ideological and political education in college student apartments has become an important issue for colleges and universities. College student apartments are divided into two aspects: management services and ideological and political education [4].

As an important position for school education, student residences have exerted a strong ideological and political education work and highlighted the function of educating people. They have received more and more attention and attention [5]. Therefore, the original ideological and political work carried out in the campus where students concentrate on studying and living can not cover all the students' living areas, nor can they adapt to the management mode and operation system of the new campus or higher education park [6]. This paper summarizes the current situation and development situation of ideological and political education for college students in China.
ideological and political education work system has been reformed accordingly, so that ideological and political education can permeate every corner of apartments, networks and associations in an all-round way, especially the ideological and political education into apartments has been actively explored and practiced [7]. Finally, the complex adaptive system of College Students' ideological and political education is studied from the fuzziness, dislocation, quantitative characteristics and three phenomena of game, steady-state and multi-cause asymmetry of collaborative education, and the operable strategy of College Students' ideological and political education from delicate and long-term to concrete and feasible is put forward [8].

2. Methodology

College student apartment is an important place for students to study and live. It is also known as "student community" and "student park". It is an important way for students to exchange information. If colleges and universities want to exercise students' comprehensive ability, create safe campus, and build socialist campus culture, they must take university student apartments as the carrier of Ideological and political education [9]. The important position and nature of student apartments in college students' study and life determine their dual functions of management service and ideological and political education. Therefore, it is of great significance to promote the good connection between management service and ideological and political education in student apartments for the overall work of school education. These all involve the undergraduate's fundamental view of the material world, the understanding of human life processes and the meaning of life values, as well as the individual's choice of value and truth [10]. The important position of college student apartment in student life study makes it necessary to have two functions: management service and ideological and political education. Therefore, it is necessary to effectively connect student university apartment management with ideological and political education.

According to the learning atmosphere in the student apartment, 99 college students were surveyed, and the following Table 1 and Figure 1 were drawn based on the survey results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning situation</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Proportion(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Often</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commonly</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occasionally</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>41.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.1. Apartment study atmosphere survey statistics

To highlight "one combination" is to solve students' ideological and practical problems. In the process of exploring students' ideological and political education into apartments, we regard whether it is conducive to the overall growth of students as the starting point and destination of Ideological and political education. Adhere to the combination of solving ideological and practical
problems. Under the current situation, the functions of departments and classes have been weakened, and the organizational form tends to be loose. It is necessary to find new carriers for ideological and political work. Student dormitory has the characteristics of fixed place, small mobility and regional concentration. Its stability and centralization are also stronger than other personnel aggregates composed of students, and it has good conditions as a carrier of Ideological and political work. The level of ideological and political education goals requires that ideological and political education should be guided by Marxist education and achieve communism as the ultimate goal. The variability of ideological and political education methods requires indoctrinating and guiding education with the ideological and political curriculum as the carrier. Self-cultivation refers to the premise of recognizing the ability of college students to develop themselves. Therefore, it is necessary to study the effective connection between universities and high school ideological and political education.

The good connection between apartment management and ideological and political education is an innovative move for school ideological and political education. On the basis of inheriting and carrying forward the fine traditions, ideological and political workers strive to innovate and improve in terms of content, form, methods, means and mechanisms. Peer education refers to the ideological education of college students with any example of moral education significance in ancient and modern China and abroad. Practical experience refers to the moral practical experience that can enable college students to gain their own experience. This experience is the most direct and profound understanding of College students. It is easy to produce ideological resonance and role models, and to prove their moral ability to the society. Previously, the management of student dormitories in Colleges and universities was basically in a split state. The ideological education of students in dormitories was mainly undertaken by political counselors, while the security department was responsible for the work. Logistics management departments and student representatives jointly participate in the joint meeting to timely understand and grasp the situation in the apartment, on-site research and solve the problems encountered in student apartments, and build a new student ideological and political education security system.

3. Result Analysis and Discussion

The effective connection between apartment management and ideological and political education in Colleges and universities should not be mere formality. Logistics administrators in Colleges and universities should change their traditional concepts. They should not only ensure the personal safety of students in apartments, but also fulfill their duties. The school can not assume all ideological and political education by apartment administrators. Among the managerial structure, there are some ideological and political educators who are transferred from the school work line, some who have managerial and educational experience recruited from the society, and some who recruit excellent student cadres. How to make these college students become socialist builders and qualified successors is a problem we need to solve urgently. In fact, our high schools and universities are seriously out of touch in ideological and political education. For example, the ideological and political education of college students in China is guided by Marxism, and in the process of learning in society, especially in the practice environment of market economy, it will be interfered by various non-mainstream thoughts, and must be forced into value and Make choices in the truth.

The ideological and political work must draw closer to the students and directly face the students. Therefore, the campus management office and each dormitory building in the school districts are located in the student dormitory and integrated into the daily life of the students. Dormitory management staff often organizes and participates in student meetings and activities. After class, they have extensive conversations with students to solve and resolve problems in students' thinking and life. Give full play to the main role of students in ideological and political education, and fully mobilize the enthusiasm and initiative of students. Establishment of the "Apartment Student Self-Discipline Committee". There are dormitory directors in the dormitory, floor leaders in each
floor and information officers in each building. They are in charge of the apartment student work office and timely reflect the students' requirements to the school and apartment management departments. In addition, the school should improve the system management mechanism, establish a management team composed of various departments of the school, such as the Department of study and engineering, the Department of college, the security department, the logistics department, and so on, which can be managed by the unified leadership of the school party committee, so that it can be more convenient to deal with the comprehensive problems of the school across departments.

At present, the ideological and political education of university students is mainly based on large class, and the number of students per class reaches 80 or above. The frequency of interaction between students and teachers is relatively low. In the student survey, 60.4% of the students believed that there were too many students in the traditional ideological and political education classroom, and the discussion was difficult. In the teacher survey, as shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Teacher's attitude towards ideological and political classroom interaction](image)

Fig.2. Teacher's attitude towards ideological and political classroom interaction

Establish a multi-level supervision mechanism to improve overall control and emergency response capabilities. Establish emergency response procedures to effectively identify and prevent unsafe factors in the apartment. Strengthen the management and supervision of the management of apartment buildings, and find problems on site to correct or rectify within a time limit, and continuously improve the work. Therefore, we should regard the content of ideological and political education as a systematic project, so that the ideological and political education courses accepted by students in high school and college can be well connected in content, not out of touch. This is the foundation of the dislocation of Ideological and political education. Bundling means that all kinds of means and means of Ideological and political education are interrelated to form a certain educational fit, improve the performance of Ideological and political education, and improve the matching function of Ideological and political education in predicTable internal dislocation. We will comprehensively implement the student assistant system, open up a large number of student work-study and practice positions, employ students with both excellent academic and practical abilities as assistants, and participate in dormitory management by means of work-study. Advocate self-management, self-education and self-service.

4. Conclusions

With the development of the times, colleges and universities are pushing forward the reform of logistics socialization. The current situation of this era puts forward higher requirements for the management of College Students' apartments and ideological and political education. We should guide students to "think alike, see the bad and introspect", and pay attention to the transformation of their own world outlook, outlook on life and values, so as to help students gradually establish lofty beliefs. With the development of the times and the advancement of the socialization reform of University logistics, higher requirements have been put forward for the management service and ideological and political education of student apartments. Actively exploring the operational mode of the effective connection between apartment management services and ideological and political
education is a subject that needs constant innovation. Innovation and utilization can be optimized. The soft environment is a kind of resource. It is the medium, carrier and tool for college students' ideological and political education. The educated individuals who have different levels of educational needs have the same educational influence. In short, the study of college students' ideological and political education should take the materialist viewpoint as the starting point, face the reality problem, and study the cooperative education mechanism that affects the ideological and political education of college students from the theory of complex adaptive system.
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